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paying big bucks for a player can mean only one thing: you're going to have to do some heavy investments in the bench to make that better look attractive. but if a raw transfer fee and a few years in the youth development program isn't enough, there's always the option of growing a player yourself. this can be a very satisfying way
to extend a player's career or even allow him to become a legend in the club you've always dreamed of. unlike in other sports, football manages to combine the idea of one-off transfer with the extremely long term planning required by other sports. a great example of how you need to approach it as a long term investment is

florentino perez. he didn't make any splashy signings with his first boss at the real madrid, but since then he's been able to rescue the careers of cristiano ronaldo, kaka, and kaká with great confidence in his judgement. he left the club the same year he inherited it and returned five years later. on top of that, he's been in charge for
14 of the 18 years it's existed and won every competition available in every one of those years. besides letting you practice your managerial skills, football manager is a great way to make yourself feel as a world-class athlete as you possibly can. after all, being a manager has a lot of similarities with sports, so if you're a hard-core
football fan you might be able to train your players as you would in real life. here are a few things to keep in mind if you really want to get a feel for your team. every sport has its equivalent in football manager, but the most important thing is to make sure to use them the right way. most people probably will just use football as a

way to train your stats, check your payroll, and spend some cash. it's up to you to figure out what other features you can use and which are most useful. be it fifa or tickfraud, you're bound to find something that can help you.
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where can i get the best free football manager accounts? you can see the top football manager accounts for free here: the forums are also a good place to find football manager accounts for free. i recommend joining the football manager subreddit if you're looking for free football manager accounts. it is also possible to play football
manager without having to pay for it. there are football manager emulators out there that allow you to play the game without having to pay for it. that way, you can download and play the game for free. the much bigger problem is that all of these caveats are completely ignored by many players. they will employ a budget that is

larger than the one they have, buy expensive players regardless of their value to the team, and worse still, pay out larger wages to players who aren't good enough. this leaves managers to take even more budget than they should in order to fill the gaps. nevertheless, players are ignoring their managerial duties, and have no idea
how to allocate money correctly. that's a huge risk that they will never realise, and it's a massive issue for the long-term future of football manager. this has left managers in a bad position when attempting to break a budget, and in some cases, that's exactly what has happened. there are plenty of instances when things have gone
horribly wrong, and footballers have been let down by their clubs' unrealistic expectations of them. this is most evident when players leave their clubs after a poor season. instead of allowing them to become free agents, clubs assume that they're going to leave anyway, and that they're better off signing an underperforming player

who they know they can purchase for cheap. this only serves to perpetuate the cycle of overspending, and leaves managers trying to find a solution to the problem. 5ec8ef588b
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